The Dept. of Biochemistry congratulates our 2023 graduates and award winners. We wish you all the best! A huge thanks to Neiven Timothaws (lead organizer), as well as Dr. Mike Boffa, Dr. Brian Dempsey, Jess Jamieson, Megan Luckovitch, and Dr. Derek McLachlin for facilitating our departmental graduation event.

Please submit info for future issues to Lynn.Weir@schulich.uwo.ca

CONGRATS TO...

Thomas Hamilton for a successful PhD defense and Mark Pampuch for a successful MSc defense

Zi Huai Huang for a Translational Breast Cancer Research Traineeship from Breast Cancer Canada

Dr. Qian Liu, a postdoctoral researcher in Dr. Hu’s lab, for a tenure-track position of Assistant Professor in the Dept. of Applied Computer Science at the University of Winnipeg, starting on 1 Sept

Tyler Browne, Faiza Islam, Kurt Loedige, Julia St. John, Rob Szabla, Victoria Warner, Alexa White, and Shanshan (Jenny) Zhong for best poster awards at the London Health Research Day in June

Drs. Tallulah Andrews, Robert Hudson, and Shawn Li for each receiving NSERC Discovery Grants

Drs. Robert Hudson and Brian Shilton for each being awarded NSERC RTI Grants

Drs. Pingzhao Hu and Kun Ping Lu for each receiving CIHR Project Grants (Western News)

Dr. Pingzhao Hu for receiving a CRC Tier II (Computational Approach to Health Research) (Western News)

Dr. Shawn Li and colleague for receiving a Schulich Collaborative Research Seed Grant (Schulich News)

DID YOU KNOW...

The first Biochemistry PhD in our Dept. was awarded in 1949 when Dr. Roger Rossiter was Chair.